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Abstract. We continue the studies of the Paper I and extend the results of this
paper to operators defined by restrictions on different scales, or by renormal-
ization transformations of different orders.

Introduction

In our study of ultra-violet stability for gauge field theories we will have to consider
propagators defined by some quadratic forms with restrictions of different scales
on disjoint subdomains of a lattice. In this paper we will continue the investigation
of the fundamental quadratic form <<L4, dA), and the restrictions are given by
averaging operators of different orders, introduced in the first part [4]. We will be
interested in the same properties as before, thus in local regularity properties and
in exponential decay, but we will have to relate them to many scales appearing in
the problem.

This paper is a continuation of [4] and we use all the notations introduced
there without further explanation. We refer to the results and the formulas of this
paper using its original numbering, for example Proposition 1.3, formula (1.81),
and so on. The only notation we would like to mention here is that a distance
between two points x, y e ηZd, η > 0, is given by the I1-norm of the vector x — y and

a
is denoted by \x — y\9 i.e. \x — y\ = Σ \xμ — yμ\ This distance depends of course on

μ=l

the scale of the lattice.

A. Operators Defined by Conditions on Many Scales

Let us begin with a generalization of the variational problem considered in Sect. D
of [4] and leading to the operator Hk. At first we have to describe a geometry of
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domains on which we will consider the problem. We consider a sequence of
domains

Q 1 D Ω 2 D . . . D Ω k , ΩjCTη, J=l929...9k9 (2.1)

which satisfy the following conditions:

Ωj = #(Ωf) , Ωf C Ίίfη and it is a sum of big blocks,

(Eη)~1dist(ΩCj9Ωj+])>RM9 M is a size of big blocks and R is a big
positive integer which will be fixed later.

Such sequences appear e.g. in the proof of the upper bound in [2]. The above
sets are subsets of Tη9 thus sets of sites of this lattice, but we will apply the same
notations to sets of bonds defined in the following way. If Ω C Tη, then we denote by
Ω also the set of bounds U st(x) = {bonds bcTη: at least one end-point of b

xeΩ

belongs to Ω}. Let us define

ΛQ = Ωf( (2.3)

for the sets of sites and the sets of bonds; thus we have

01= U βJK ) > T= U &(Λj)9 where B°(Λ0) = ΛQ. (2.4)
J = l 7=0

Let us notice that we admit the case when some domains Ωj are equal to Tη, for
example Ω~Tη for j = 1,2, ...,/, l^k.

The variational problem can be formulated as follows. We consider the
functional

A^Σηd\(SA)(p)\2 (2.5)
P

for A fixed outside Ωί and with fixed averages inside Ω l 5 more exactly

A = BQ on Λ09 QjA = Bj on ΛJ9 j=l9...9k. (2.6)

The functional and the conditions are invariant with respect to gauge transfor-
mations λ:A-+Aλ = A — dλ such that

λ = 0 on Λ 0, Q'jλ = Q on ΛJ9 j=l,...,k. (2.7)

These gauge transformations form a group and we consider orbits of this group.
We want to find a minimal orbit of the functional (2.5) under the restrictions (2.6).
To solve this problem we have to fix a convenient gauge condition. We will use a
generalization of the gauge condition Rd*A = 0 defined and used in Sects. C and D
of [4]. This generalization can be defined in the following way: from each orbit of
the gauge group we choose a minimum of the functional

Σ η"\(d*Aλ) (x)l2 = Σ ̂ M) (x) - (Δλ) (x)|2 ,
(2.8)

λ = 0 on Λ0, Q'jλ = 0 on Λ j , j=l,...,k.

If λ0 defines a minimum, then we have the equation

Σ n\Δδλ) (x) ((3M) (x) - (Aλ0) (x)) = 0 , (2.9)
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where λθ9 δλ satisfy (2.7) and besides this δλ is arbitrary. Let us denote

= {λ:λ satisfies (2.7)} , (2. 10)

and let R be an orthogonal projection in the space L2(7^) onto the subspace
ΔN(Q'). Equation (2.9) implies AλQ = Rd*A, and this equation has exactly one
solution because the Laplace operator A is positive on the subspace N(Qr), hence it
is invertible on this subspace. More exactly we have the inequality

Σ ηd\λ(x)\2, λeNW, (2.11)
j = l xeBJ(Λj)

as it follows from [3, 2.26, and 2.27]. Thus the functional (2.8) has exactly one
minimum on each orbit. This miminum satisfies the equation

Rd*Aλo = Q, or Rd*A = Q if we take Aλ° as A . (2.12)

Now we will obtain a representation of the operator R similar to the represen-
tation obtained in Sect. C. According to the definition a value Rf of the operator R
acting on a function / defined on Tη is equal to Δλ, where λ is a minimum of the
functional

λεNW, λ^ΣflVW-(^)(x)|2==Σ^I/W-(^)WI2, (2.13)
X X

and where A'a = A + Q'*aQ' and the operator Q'*aQ' is given by the quadratic form

α,β'*αβ'λ> = Σ Σ αχLV~W)GOI2. (2-14)
j = 0 yeΛj

The numbers α,- satisfy the recursive equations aj+ 1 = aa^aJJ 2 + aj,ai = a (see [1,
2.13 and 2.15]), and we assume that (Q'0λ) (x) = λ(x), x e A0. To find this minimum
we consider the function

0α,ω)=iΣ»Λ/ΐx)-(4μ)(x)|2 + <ω,β'λ>, (2.15)
X

where <ω,β'A>= Σ Σ «ω(y)(βμ)(y).
; = 0 y e Λ /

Extremal points of this function are given by solutions of the equations

|f = -4i(/-4λ) + β'*ω = 0, ||=β'λ = θ. (2.16)

The first equation gives λ = A'~ */— Δ'~ 2Q'*ω = Gf— G/2Q'*ω, from the second we
get Q'λ = Q'G'f-Q'G'2Q'*ω = Q, hence ω = (β/G/2β/*)"1Q/G/ and λ = GJ

/. Of course fi7A = 0, hence

W=Aλ = A'0λ = f-G'Q'*(Q'G'2Q'*ΓiQ'G'f. (2.17)

The operator G' = A'~ 1 is a well defined, positive operator because A'a satisfies the
inequality (2.11) for all λ, with minlα^ , π2} instead of π2 and the index j running
from 0 to k on the right-hand side. This implies that G/2 and g'G^β7* are positive
operators, hence (β'G/2β'*) ~ 1 is well defined and positive also. We will investigate
later properties of these operators, and the operator β.
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Now let us come back to the variational problem (2.5), (2.6) with the gauge
fixing condition (2.12). We will prove that there exists exactly one critical
configuration, which is of course, a minimum of the functional (2.5). By definition it
is a value of an operator H at the configuration B. To investigate this operator it is
convenient to express it in terms of a properly chosen Green's function of some
elliptic difference operator in a manner similar to the formula (1.103). To prove the
above statements we apply again the Lagrange multipliers method and we
consider the functional

(ω,QA-By9 Rλ = λ, (2.18)

where

Aa = 3*3 + dRd* + Q*αQ = Δ- 3P3* + Q*aQ , (2. 19)

and the operator Q is given by

for beΛj, (Q0A)(b) = A(b). (2.20)

Of course the functional h is equal to (2.5) for configurations A satisfying (2.6),
(2.12). The operator Q*aQ is defined by a formula similar to (2.14) with a^ replaced
simply by a, the other changes are obvious. To find the minimal configuration A
we have to solve the equations

(2.21)

One of our main results will be that the operator Δa is bounded from below by a
positive constant, hence the first equation implies

A = GdRλ + Gβ*ω , G = A~1. (2.22)

The second and third equations can be written as

Rd*GdRλ + Rd*GQ*ω = 0 , QGdRλ + βGβ*ω - B . (2.23)

We investigate these two equations, and especially the operators Rd*GdR and
Rd*GQ*.

At first we will write an integral representation of the operator R, analogous to
the representation (1.27). By the formula (2.17) and properties of Gaussian
integrals we have

or

Let us denote by ^ a covariance of the Gaussian integral on the right-hand side
above. Thus we have

R = Δ9Δ. (2.26)
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It is easy to see that

<S = G'2-G'2Q'*(Q'G'2Q'*Γ1Q'G'2 . (2.27)

This formula, the equality (2.26) and the equalities Q'0 = 0Q'* = 0 imply the
representation (2.17).

Let us consider the operator Rd*GdR. We have

~Δλ\\2yl. (2.28)

Applying the Faddeev-Popov procedure we change the Gaussian gauge fixing
term in this integral into the ^-function δR(Rd*A). Let us recall that δR is a
<5-function at the origin of the real, finite-dimensional Hubert space R. We have

|det(J \N(QΊ)\ I dλ/δ(Q/λ/)δR(R6*A + Aλf) = \ (2.29)

(see the proof of the formula (1.46) in [4]) and we insert the expression above into
the integral in (2.28). We change the order of integrations IdA^dλ'...
= \dλf\dA..., next we make the gauge transformation A-+Aλ ' = A — dλ'9 and we
again change the order of the integrations. Because gT = 0, hence QAλ = QA
— BίQ

/λ/=QA, and we get

^^
f^'\ldλδ(Q^

^
/ > > (2.30)

The last equality follows from the identity (2.26) and from the presence of the

function ^(JWM). Thus ^GaR-R. (2.31)

Now we consider the operator Rd*GQ*. We have

Rd*GQ* = Z~ί\ dAe-ll2<A'^A>Rd*AQA . (2.32)

Applying the same operations as in (2.28)-(2.30) we get,

(2.33)
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We have applied the translation λ'-*λ' + &Ad*A, and the same for λ, to get the
second equality. The last follows again from (2.26). Hence we have

R3*Gβ* = 0, QGdR = Q. (2.34)

The equalities (2.31), (2.34) are generalizations of the equalities (1.97), (1.95) in [4]
and can be applied now to Eqs. (2.23). The first equation is simply Rλ = λ = 0, and
the second is QGQ*ω = B. The operator G is positive, hence βGβ* is positive also
and an inverse is a well-defined and positive operator. We get ω = (βGβ*) ~ 1 J5, and
from (2.22) we obtain finally

A = HB = GQ*(QGQ*Γ1B. (2.35)

Thus we have proved that there exists exactly one solution of the equations (2.21),
hence exactly one critical configuration of (2.5) satisfying (2.6), (2.12), and given by
(2.35). The only assumption we have used was the positivity of the operator Aa,
a > 0, or G. This will be proven later. We have obtained the same representation for
the operator H as in (1.103), hence properties of this operator are related to
corresponding properties of G. We have also the representation (1.107) for the
projection operator P.

The variational problem (2.5), (2.6), (2.12) can be solved also in a different way.
We use the fact that the configuration A is fixed outside Q± by the conditions (2.6),
thus we should obtain a solution of the problem using operators chosen arbitrarily
there, especially operators with arbitrary boundary conditions outside Ωίt Let us
take a neighbourhood Ω of the domain Ω l Φ We assume that it is a sum of big blocks
of the lattice Ti . For example we may take Ω = {a sum of big blocks of the lattice 7\
with distances to Ω1 ^RM}. We will consider operators with Dirichlet boundary
conditions on Ωc. For the quadratic form (2.5) we have by (2.6),

=i<4, Ωd*dΩAy + (A, Ωd*dΩcBy +±(B, Ωcd*dΩcBy ,

hence the Lagrange function can be taken as equal to

h(A, λ, ω) =i<^, ΩAaΩAy + <4, Ωd*dΩc

- </l, Rd*Ay - <ω, QA - By ,

Rλ = λ, ω = 0 on Ωc. We may take also R defined by operators with Dirichlet
boundary conditions on Ωc. Solving critical point equations for h(A9 λ, ω) and
denoting G(Ω) = (Aa \Ω) ~ 1 = (ΩAaΩ) ~ l , we get

A =

-G(Ω)d*dΩcB.

We have to notice only that the equalities (2.31), (2.34) hold for the operator G(Ω)
also. If B = 0 outside Ω1? then the above representation simplifies and we get (2.35)
with G(Ω) instead of G.

All the reasonings and the results of this paper hold, with minor and obvious
changes, for the operators G(Ω). We choose Ω=Tη for simplicity of notation.

Let us make a remark about the formulation of the problem (2.5), (2.6), (2.12)
and the geometric setting (2.1), (2.2). Such problems arise in a natural way when the
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so-called "large-fields regions" are considered, see the paper [2]. We will use them
also systematically as a convenient way of providing boundary conditions for
operators such as Aa. If we are interested in a Green's function for this operator
considered on a domain Ωc Tη, we have to introduce some boundary conditions.
We can do it taking a sequence (2.1) with Ω = Ωk and smallest possible domains
Bj(Λj), and considering the operator Aa defined by (2.19), (2.20) for this sequence.
Boundary conditions of this type can be interpreted as obtained by building an
effective mass on the domain Ωx\Ωfc, starting from 0(1) on Ωk up to +00 outside
Ωj. They are technically much more convenient than the usual local boundary
conditions, like Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, which give un-
pleasant singularities connected with sharp edges of the domain Ω.

The main goal of this paper is to investigate the properties of the operators G\
G, Q'G'2Q'*9 QGQ*. We will apply the methods and the results of the previous
paper. The basic tools are the generalized random walk expansions. Each set Λj is a
sum of big blocks of the size MBη(ΛjC T$η\ or of the size M if Λj is scaled to unit
lattice. We cover Bs(Λj) by a sum of cubes D of the size 2MEη, each cube being a
sum of 2d big blocks with a center y e Λj (more exactly it belongs to the boundary of
this set also). Taking these covers for all j from 0 to k we get a family 2 of cubes D
of different sizes and such that T= U D. We will identify this family of cubes

Ώe@

with the set of centers of these cubes. We construct also the corresponding
family of functions h described in (1.118), and rescale them to proper scales.
They satisfy

D = l. (2.36)

B. Operators Defining Gauge Conditions

Let us consider at first the operator G'. We construct a random walk expansion of
it in a similar way as in [3]. We define

G'o=ZM7'(°)*D> (2.37)
D

where G'( D ) is an inverse of A 'a with some boundary conditions on the boundary of
D, e.g. with Neumann boundary conditions as in [3]. Repeating the calculations
in the paper we get

A'aG'0=I-ΣK(hz)G'(Π)hπ=I-R, (2.38)
G

where

(K(h)λ)(x)= Σ (dh)(b)(dλ)(b)-(Ah)(x)λ(x)
best(x)

2 Σ L-
x'eBJ<yJ(x))

if xeBj(Λj). (2.39)

The derivatives above are on y-scale. Let us estimate one term in the sum over D in
(2.38). Let us assume that D is a cube connected with a Eη-scalε (i.e. a cube of the
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size 2MBη) and intersecting maybe the domain Bj+ί(Λj+i). Rescaling all the
expressions in JK(ftD)G'(D)ftDλ to IΓJ-scale, we get

(K(hu)G'(Π)huλ)(liηx)

= Σ (5L-J/iD)(fo)(aL-V(D)/iDA)(fc)-(zlL- j/iD)(x)(G/(D)/zDA)(x)
best(x)

2^Wi,0 (G'(Ώ)hDλ) (xO

if xεBj(Λj)CTL-j, (2.40)

or the last term above is replaced by a term defined in the same way but with; + 1
instead of j and with the additional factor L~ 2 if x G Bj+ ί(Λj+ 1) C TL- j . Of course
the operator G'(D) is defined on L~J'-scale, hence

(G'(D)ADA) (x) = Σ L~jdG'(Π x, x^WW .
x'

If D cBj(Λj), then the necessary properties of G'(D) are described in Lemma 2.2
[3]. If D intersects both domains Bj(Aj) and Bj+ (Λj+ J, then we express G'(D) in
terms of operators introduced in the paper. On the basis of the formulas (2.12),
(2.13) [1] we have

yeΛ>

o-ρμr-l^αzl^^^ + α,/)], (2.41)

where A=Ώ U}nB(Λj+ 1) and ω is equal to 0 beyond A. Further, we have after the
translation λ

;*ω> + <co, β;G;

M^
= exp[l/2</, GχD)/> + </, GχD)βf cy(D)βJGχD)/>] . (2.42)

Properties of the operators G^D), GχD)β}* and C^(D) are described in Lemmas
2.2, 2.4, Proposition 2.3 [3]. From these and (2.42) we get

\(G'(Ώ)λ)(x)\, |(^"JG/(Πμ)(x)|^0(l)β-δodist(Λ'suppλ>μ|. (2.43)

This inequality and (2.40) imply

(2.44)

if either suppλcBj(y) for y e AJ9 or suppλcBJ+ ^^(y) for yeΛj+1. The distance in
the above inequality is measured on Ϊ7J-scale.

The inequality (2.44) implies an inequality for the operator #. To write it we
will introduce a new definition of distance, taking into account that natural scales
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are different on different subdomains Bj(Aj) of Tη. Let us denote

93- U Λj. (2.45)
j=o

We will identify this set with the set of corresponding blocks. For an arbitrary
contour Γ on the lattice Tη we put |Γ| = nη9 where n is a number of bonds the
contour Γ consists of. We will define a new distance between two points of 23. We
consider a special class of contours Γ. They have the property that a part of Γ
contained in Bj(Λj) consists of bonds of the lattice Λj. Now we define

where the infimum is taken over all admissible contours described above, with end-
points, y, y'. We may extend this definition and define the distance for a pair of
arbitrary points x, x'eTη putting d(x,xf} = d(yj(x\ y7"(x')) if x E Bj(Λj)9

x' E Bj'(Λj>). We need some bounds for the distance d(y, y'). It is convenient to
introduce new notations. The domain Ωj is a sum of cubes of the size MEη. A sum
of faces of these cubes which are not contained in the interior of Ωj forms a surface.
We denote this surface by Σj and we use the same notation for the set T(j}nΣj = Λj
nΣj. The surface Σj separates the sets Bj(Λj) and Bj~1(Λj^. l). Now let us consider
the definition (2.46). Of course the infimum is attained at some contour Γyty,. Let us
assume that y E ΛJ9 y' E Λy. We will analyze a structure of the contour Γyty and we
will obtain a bound for the distance d(y9y

/). The contour ΓVty. starts at y and
intersects either the surface ΣJ9 or the surface Σj+1? the first time at a point y t. Let
us denote the index of the surface byy'1? so y1 E Σh. A next portion of the contour
Γyίty> starting at yί is contained in one of the domains BJl(AjJ9 Bjί~l(Λjί- L)9 and
intersects one of the surfaces Σjl_l9 Σjί9 Σjl + ί the first time at a point y\. If this
point belongs to Σjί9 then we consider a next portion of the contour in the same
way and we denote by y\ the last intersection point of the contour Γy^y, with the
surface £jV More exactly it is such a point of the contour Γyity, that y[ E Σjl9 the
portion Γyi ?yί of the contour does not intersect any surface Σj withj'ΦjΊ, and it is
the last point of the contour with this property. If the point belongs to one of the
surfaces Σ^ _ 15 Σjί +15 then we denote it by y2 and we denote the index of the surface
byj2. For uniformity we take y\ = y1 in this case and we define /^1>yi as consisting of
one point. Thus the portion Γy,^y2 of the contour Γyι^connects the surface Σji with
the surface ΣJ2 and is contained in Bjί2(Λjl2),j\2 = min{j1J2}, moreover \J\—J2\
= 1. Now we consider the contour Γy2iy, and we apply the same analysis.
Continuing this way we obtain a sequence of points y, yί9 y\9 y2, y2,..., ym9 y'm, y on
Γy>yf9 and a sequence of indices j9jI9j2, ...j'm5/ with the following properties:

m

Γ > = Γ u U (Γ / u Γ / ), y =y', (2.47)y,y y,yι ι=^ yι,yι y ι , y ι + ι

yl9 y\ 6 Σjl9 Γyi9yί does not intersect any other surface ΣJ9 α

Γy>9yι + ί connects the surface Σjt with th
contained in Bjl>l + ί(Λjl / + 1), where

connects the surface Σjl with the surface Σjl + 1 and is
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From this decomposition and the definition (2.46) we get

d(y, yr)^(EηΓ1\Γy,yιl +

+ Σι(β' '^ΓΊ/

^(BηΓ1\y-y1\+ Σ (B'
1=1

1=1
(2.48)

Now let us come back to the inequality (2.44) and its consequences. One of
them follows from the equality (2.38) where the operator R was defined. We get

\Rλ\^0(M~^\λ\, (2.49)

thus the operator R has a small norm in the space L°° fojr M sufficiently large, and
we get

G'=G'Q(I-R)-^ = G'Q Σ R"
n = 0

= Σhn0G\0<>)hΠoK(hΠί)G'(ΏJhΠί ... K(hΠf)G'(ΏJhΠn, (2.50)
ω

where

Both series above are convergent in the space L°°, and in the Holder norm || || 1>α

also. To investigate properties of G', and especially an exponential decay, we will
use another bound for the operator .R. From (2.44) and (2.38) we have

\(Rλ)(x)\£0(M-l)e-δod(x y>\λ\ if suppλCBJ(y)9 yeΛj. (2.51)

Of course in the considered case the operator .R is short-ranged and for many
points x and y the property (2.51) holds in void, but the point is that this property is
preserved under the composition of operators possessing it. A summation
preserves it also, so we will have it for the operator G'. Let us consider n operators
Rί9 R2, .-,Rn satisfying (2.51) with a constant 0(1) instead of 0(M~ 1), and let us
consider the composition # = ̂ #2- ... Rn. We consider (Rλ)(x) for xεBj(y),
y 6 Λj and suppλcBj'(y"), y' e Λy. We have

(Rλ}(x)= Σ (

(2.52)

where Δ(y) = Bj(y) if y e ΛJ9 hence

yι,y 2 , . . . ,yn-ι 6 β (2.55)

The distances d(ji,y/+ι) are determined by some admissible contours Γyίiyi + 1.
n-l

Taking the contour Γyy,= U Γ +ί, where y0 = y, yn = y', we obtain an
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admissible contour with end-points y, y'9 hence by definition (2.46) we have

d(y,yι) + d(yl9y2)+... + d(yn-i9rt^d(y9y'). (2-54)

This is of course the triangle inequality for our distance. It implies

yι,...,yn-ιe® (2.55)

with arbitrary 0<α<l. To estimate the sum above we add a summation over
/ e 93 and we get

>n -ι,/)< sup X e-^odONjOy (256)

Thus we have to estimate the sum on the right-hand side above for one exponential
factor. We use the inequality (2.48). From the condition (2.2) and from the
definition of the points y'l9 yz+1, more exactly from the fact that they belong to
different surfaces ΣJ9 we have

(2.57)

The distances on the right-hand side of (2.48) are scaled to unit lattice and we
estimate e~Λδ°d(y'yf) using (2.48) and adding sums over all intermediate points yl9 y'l9
1= 1, ...,m, and over all possible numbers m. We get

k oo
< y y e-i<xδ0mRM y

ι-zΊ\ t t e-^dδ0\z^l-zm+ ι|

e-^δomRM(c0(l/2a))d(2m + i\ (2.58)

where s(y) denotes a scaled image of y on unit lattice, and

Now we require that RM is sufficiently large, i.e. we assume

±aδ0RM>2dlosc0(£aί) + l. (2.59)

Then the sum over m can be estimated by

The summation over/ gives finally the constant 12co(iα) = c1(α). For easy
reference let us formulate these results in
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Lemma 2.1. For the numbers α, 0 < α < 1 , cx(α) = 12co(iα), αwd #M satisfying (2.59)

/-/|- 1,0}

sup Σ e'^^'^c^a), (2.61)
ye& y'e^B

hence

/ J e ' ... e n » n ^ CI(QC) (2.6.2)

and

Σ £ ° ' * '... e ° yw~1'J'1 ^c1(a)π^ y>;v . (2.63)

We apply these results e.g. for α = 1/2, then c0 is an absolute constant and the
condition (2.59) on RM can be written as δ0RM >\6d Iogc0 -f 1, so it is a condition
written in terms of absolute constants δ0, c0. From the lemma and (2.55) we get

\(Rλ) (x)| ̂  0(iγcle^δod(y^\λ\ , x e BJ(y) , suppyl CB'V) . (2.64)

Applying this inequality to the nth power of the operator .R in (2.38) we have

\(R*λ) (x)\ ^ (0(M-i}Ci)
ne-τd*d(^\λ\ , (2.65)

and this implies finally for x e Bj(y), suppλcBj'(y'),

\£ Σ \(G'0R
nλ)(x

w = 0

y.

i !>>->>" I

^δod(y^\λ\ . (2.66)

The similar inequalities hold for a derivative of G'λ and for a Holder norm of a
derivative, but with (Eή)2 replaced by Eη and (ϋηY~Λ correspondingly. Let us
formulate these results in

Proposition 2.2. // we have (2.1), (2.2) and M is sufficiently large, then the operator
G' = Δ'a~

1(a=l) satisfies the inequalities

\(G'λ)(x)\, \(rG'X)(x)\,

L, \\ζG'r*λ\\Λ, \(AG'λ)(x)\

x e 5J'(j;) or supp £ C 5J'(j;) ,

suppAc^V), /^^,. (2.67)

The random walk representation (2.50) is convergent in the norms defined by these
inequalities.
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Let us consider now the operator Q'G'2Q'* and its inverse (Q'G'2Q'*}~1* The
inequalities (2.67) imply

Σβ(e'G^(y*)G'Q'*)(y,)0

^ Σ 0(l)(Uη)2e-idod(y'y"\B"η)2(B"ηΓde'λ20od(y"'yΊ

^0(\)(IJη)4(B'ηΓd Σ <

y"e»

^ (2.68)

where we have used the inequalities (2.60), (2.63) of Lemma 1.
Let us notice that the choice of powers (Bη)4 and (Bη)~d in the inequality

above is purely conventional and we may change it into any other admissible
choice, for example (Bη)~d and (Bη)4, using the exponential factor e~1/4δod(ytyt)

and the estimate (2.60).
The inequalities (2.67), (2.68) suggest that we should consider the operator

Q'G'2Q'* on a Hubert space L2(93) defined by the scalar product

<λ,λ'y= Σ Σ (EηYλ(y)λ'(y). (2.69)
./=0 y<=Λj

It is easy to see from the bound (2.58) that Q'G'2Q'* is a bounded operator on this
space; we have to use only the bound (2.61).

Now we will consider the operator (Q'G'2^'*)"1. Of course the operator
Q'G'2Q'* is positive definite, so its inverse is well defined. We will construct it and
investigate its properties using again a random walk expansion. Our consider-
ations are analogous to Sect. 5 of [3], concerning unit lattice operators. If we have
one scale, i.e. Λk = T}k\ then the operator is a unit lattice operator. The inverse
operator is constructed by taking an approximate inverse and then solving an
exact equation. The approximate inverse can be constructed by taking inverses of
the localized operators (Q'G'2Q'*) \ π and glueing them together by the decompo-
sition of unity {hπ}. We change this prescription a little bit; we take a second cube
D containing G in the middle and of the size 4M and we take an inverse of the
operator (Q'G'φ)2Q'*)\n instead of (Q'G/2Q'*)\U. Let us define

CD = ((β/G/(Q)2β/*)ΓD)-1, C= Σ hπCπhπ. (2.70)

At first let us find bounds on CD. We assume that either D C B\Λ^, or it intersects
Bj+ 1(ΛJ+ 1) also. We have for ω defined on 23n D (outside this set we put ω equal
toO)

J* <2"*ω> , ξ = IΓ> . (2.71)
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The scales of the operators were written explicitly and the last scalar product is on
the unit scale. The operator Q" is equal to / on A^r\ D and it is equal to Qf on
B(Λj+ί)nΠ =A. Let us denote ω1 = Q//*ω, hence ω1 is on the unit lattice and
equals 0 outside Dω. We have

^ωίyQ^(Q)2Q^ωιy = \\G^Q)Q^ω1\\2. (2.72)

By BessePs inequality the squared norm can be estimated from below by a sum of
squares of coefficients in a decomposition of a vector with respect to an arbitrary
orthonormal system. As the orthonormal system we take characteristic functions
of unit blocks A =Bj(y)C 0. We get

IK I

2

= Σ

(2-73)

Next we consider the quadratic form <ω1? β)G/^(Q)g}*ω1>. Of course it is positive
definite and to bound it from below we use Eq. (2.42):

^ <ωι, β;G = <ωι, ρ c β
*°M\\ωί\\2, (2.74)

where we have used the Theorem of [3], G'} denotes the operator (ΔL~'
+ ajQ'*Q'j)~l on the whole lattice L~JZd. In [3] an explicit representation of this
operator was found and from this representation we get the following Fourier
representation of

(Z. I j )

p'e[ — π,π]d, I was described in (2.45) [3]. From this representation and the
bounds (2.50), (2.51) of that paper it follows that

fiJGJQT^yo; (2.76)

y0 is a positive, absolute constant (a= 1). For M sufficiently large we obtain

<ωι> ρ;.G^(π)β;.*ωι>Ξ>yo ||ωι||
2 . (2.7?)

The inequalities (2.73) and (2.77) together with the equalities (2.71) and (2.72) imply

(2.78)
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Of course we have also a bound from above and an exponential decay of the kernel
of Q'G'ξ(Q)2Q'* with the decay rate S0. Hence the operator Cξ

Ώ is bounded from
above and below by absolute constants. We can use the theory developed in Sect. 5
[3] to conclude that it has an exponential decay with a decay rate δ^ depending on
δ0 and the bound y0. Another way to prove it is to consider the operator
e<fl >βΌ'*(0)2β'*ίΓ<β' >, and to prove that it is almost equal to the operator
without the exponential functions, the difference being of the order 0(|α|), for a
small vector a e Rd. This gives a bound for this operator almost the same as (2.78),
which implies an exponential decay. Thus we have

|C^(y,/)|^0(l)<Γ^-*'l (2.79)

for y, / belonging to 95 nD rescaled to unit scale. From (2.71) we obtain the
following scaling law for the operators CD :

Cπ(y, /) = (IiηΓd~*Ciι((ϋηrly, (lίηΓ VO > (2-80)
hence

\Cπ(y9y
f)\^0(l)(IίηΓd~4e"Λί(Lill)~ί^-^9 y ,/e93nD. (2.81)

Now we will proceed in the same way as in Sect. 5, (5.12)-(5.17) [3]. We will show
that Q'G'2Q'*C is a good approximation of identity. We have

β'G/2β/*C= Σ β/^/2β/^DCD/ιD

- Σ Dβ'(G'(0)2-G'2)β'*ΛDCπΛD

- Σ (0-l)h2

D,Q'G'2Q'*hπCaha
D,D'ΦD

= 1- Σ *G.D'Co'*G' = J-*> (2-82)
D,D'

with an obvious definition of the operators KD > π>. We have to estimate the norm of
R in the space L2(33). For example let us consider the operator Λp,
D φ D '. A kernel of this operator can be estimated as follows

(D '- 1) (y)h2

Ώ(y) Σ (V'ηY(Q'G'2Q'*} (y, y"}hΏ(y"}CΏ,(y» ',
y"esuρρhΏ>

supphv'}~δid(^

(2.83)

where we have used the fact that y φ D x, and all the properties of the distance d( , •).
From this inequality it follows that

kδoMe-^d(Ώ> D / ) |A| , (2.84)
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so for M large enough the norm is small. Similar inequalities hold for kernels of the
other operators forming R, for example the operator with G'(D)2 — G'2 is small
and an estimate has the factor e~δ°M because of the usual estimate of the type (1.12)
[3] connected with a change of a domain. This estimate follows from the random
walk representations (2.50) for the operators G', G'(0). An estimate of the terms
with the commutator is even simpler and gives a factor 0(M~l). Now we can
estimate the norm of R either using the estimates of the type (2.84), or using an
estimate of the kernel R(y, y") of the operator R following from all the partial
estimates of the type (2.83). It can be written as

yΈΛr, (2.85)

and by Lemma 2.1 we get

Proposition 2.3. An inverse of the operator Q'G'2Q'* is given by the convergent
expansion

(Q'G'2Q'*-l = C(I-Ryl = Σ CR"

(2.86)

and it satisfies the estimate

y,/e», yeΛj9 y' e Λr . (2.87)

Finally let us consider the kernel of the operator δPδ* appearing in dRd*,
R = I-P given by (2.18). We have from Lemma 2.1, Proposition 2.2 and (2.87),

^ 0(1) Σ
yι,;V2e93

έΓ*W2'y/)β'ι/^0(W (2.88)

where xeBJ(y), x/εBj'(y/), yeAj9 y'eΛy, and δ2 is determined by δ0, δ^ The
choice of factors is again arbitrary and may be changed into any other admissible
choice.

C. Basic Operators

Now we are ready to consider the operators G and (QGQ*)'1. We start with a
construction of a random walk expansion analogous to the expansions (1.123) and
(2.50). We use the partition Q) and the partition of unity {hΏ}Ώe@ as in (2.50). At
first let us define operators GD for the cubes D e Q). Let us take a cube D
connected with a Jj/T/ -scale, i.e. either D C Bj(Aj), or it intersects also Bj+ i(Λj+ ί). A
cube D is obtained from D by taking a sum of 4d big blocks (of the size M when
rescaled to the proper scale) with distance to D equal to 0. In the same way a cube
D 2 is formed, with D instead of D and built of 6d big blocks, next a cube Π 3, and
so on. We take the cube D3 and identify it with a torus, denoted by TD, imposing
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periodicity conditions. On this torus we define operators R, Δa as in (2.17), (2.19),
but only two scales are present now. We define

Bj(Λ)= Q2nBj+1(Aj+i), (2.89)

and we take β'*αβ', β*αβ equal to Q/f+1aj+1Q
/

j+ίί βjVιflβ;+ι on Bj(A), and to
Qj*ajQρ QfaQjon ^bV^'C^)- Let us denote by PG the projection operator in (2.17)
defined by the above β^αβ', and

GD — (A — δPD3* + β*αβ)~1. (2.90)

Both operators are defined on the torus TD. We form an approximation of G taking
as usual

Using the formulas (1.126)-(1.128), we get

A (I — T V KT Cl h — T J? OQI ' l
^α^O λ Z^ I VΠ,D'^ JD'ΛD / — λ Γ^' \^'yι)

where

*)= Σ (dh0)(b)(dA^(b)~(ΔhΏ)(x)Alt(x)
best(x)

(2.92)

if x E Bj(Aj) (we replace the index j above by j + 1 if x e £J+ 1(Aj+ J),

π^)μ(x) (2.93)

if D Φ D x. The operators S,., PD> ̂ (dhu) = [aPD3*, ΛD] were defined in (1.120). The
function ζπ is of the same type as ΛD, but it is equal to 1 on a cube containing D and
with a boundary having the distance 1/3 Af to the boundary of D, and it is equal to
0 outside a similar cube with 1/3M replaced by 2/3M.

To estimate the operators κΠtΠ>GΏ,hπ. and R we have to understand
properties of the operator GD. We may assume that Bj(Λ) = D 2nB /+ ί(Aj+1) φ 0,
because otherwise the operator GD is simply equal to the operator Gj on the torus
TD. These operators were thoroughly investigated in paper [4], and their
properties described in Proposition 1.2. We will prove that in the general case the
operator GD has the same properties. Unfortunately the situation is more
complicated now because of the presence of the two scales. To prove these
properties we will have to modify some arguments, as we had to in the case of
operators G'(D). At first we rescale GD from //-lattice to L~J -lattice. Of course we
have

G^(IJηb,Uηb') = (EηΓd + 2Gξ

π(b,b'), byb^TπcL^Zd, (2.94)

and correspondingly for derivatives of GD. This follows from the scaling laws for
the operators defining Gπ that G^ is defined by the same formula (2.90) with η
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replaced by ξ = LΓJ. For simplicity of notation let us omit ξ and D in the formulas
below.

To investigate the operator G we will express it in terms of known operators in
a way similar to (2.41), (2.42). Thus we have

ί dω \Λδ(Q\ω) Π W ' 1 ' ~ * " *Λ ~λί' " *

(2.95)

where we have used the identity (1.27) valid for this operator P also. The
configurations ω, ω' are defined on Λ and from the definition of δAx we have

ί dω' \Λδ(Q'ίω'} Π <W2jΛ + 3X) = 1 . (2.96)
yeyl '

Such an identity was used already in the change of gauge formula (1.23). The
quotient in the last line of (2.95) was introduced to change the gauge fixing term in
the integral by the Faddeev-Popov procedure. Let us apply (2.96) and (1.27) to the
denominator. It defines the gauge fixing term introduced in Sect. C of [4], with
blocks uniformly of order j. Let us denote the corresponding operator by Pjt We
have

beAc

• Π W
ye A'

•(Z'-lldλδ(Q'λ)e-^d*A-Δλ^yl. (2.97)

Our next step will be to make a gauge transformation in the integral J <L4. . . which
will transform the functions δAx(y}(QjA + dlω) into δAx(y)(QjA). We want to make a
gauge transformation which does not change the quadratic form in the first
exponential function above. At first let us find gauge transformations λ which do
not change the last term in the quadratic form, i.e. for which

. (2.98)

This equality has to be satisfied for all A, hence for ,4 = 0 we get the equation

(I-Pj)Aλ = Q, or Aλ = PjAλ. (2.99)

If this equation is satisfied, then the equality (2.98) holds for all A. The function Aλ
is orthogonal to constant functions, hence PjAλ is given by (1.26) and we have

Aλ = Δ-lQ'J*(Q'JA-2Q'j*ΓiQjΔ-iAλ. (2.100)
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We may assume also that λ is orthogonal to constant functions because a constant
component of λ does not influence the gauge transformation defined by dλ, hence

Thus the gauge transformations satisfying (2.98) are parametrized by functions μ
defined on the unit lattice and orthogonal to constant functions, and are given by
the formula (2.101). The functions μ satisfy μ = βμ. Let us consider this formula
more closely. It is easy to see that it defines an operator which is connected with the
integral

Zf Md^(βμ'-μ)*~*ιμAΊ|2 (2.102)

in the same way as the operator Hk was connected with the integral (1.47). It gives a
solution of the variational problem inf \ || ̂ U'|| 2. Let us denote the operator in

λ':Q'jλ' = μ

(2.101) by Hp so λ — R]μ. From the momentum representation of (2.101) we may
get easily that H'j is a bounded operator with an exponential decay, the bound and
decay rate depending on d only.

Let us come back to our problem of finding gauge transformations leaving the
quadratic form invariant. The transformations given by λ = H]μ are the only ones
leaving invariant the third and fourth terms in the quadratic form. For the
averages in the first two terms we have

(QjAλ) (b) = (QjA) (b) - ((Q λ) (b +) - (βμ) (&_)) = (QjA) (b) - (d,μ) (b)

-(δLβ;μ)(c), (2.103)

where the equality βμ = QjH'jμ = μ was used. Hence these terms are invariant if
and only if dίμ = 0 on Ac and 8LQ\μ — 0 on Λ'. This is possible only if μ is constant
on Λc and βί μ is constant on A' and the constants are equal. But we have assumed
that μ is orthogonal to constant functions, so the constant is equal to 0 and we have

μ = 0 on Ac, βΊμ = 0 on A. (2.104)

This matches our needs exactly because the unit lattice gauge functions ω
appearing in the integral (2.97) satisfy the above conditions. Let us make a gauge
transformation in the integral \dA... defined by the function λ0 = ίfj ω, A->A — dλ0

= A — dH'jCo. This transformation does not change the measure a A and in the first
exponential only the term <4, J> is changed into (A — dH'j ω, J). According to
(2.103) the ^-functions oAx(y)(QjA + d^) are changed into δAx(y}(QjA). In the first
integral J dλ'. . . we get the expression d*Aλ° — Δλ'=d*A — A (λ'+ λ0)9 and we make
the transformation λ'-+λ'— λQ. After the transformation we obtain the same
integral with the ̂ -functions <5(βμθ replaced by δ(Q/

jλ
/ - βμ0) = δ(Q]λ' - ω). In the

last integral in (Z'"1 jdλ...)'1 we make the same transformations, only now in
(5-functions we get Q'λ-Qλ^ and β70 = βμ0 = ω = 0 on Ac, and QfλQ = Q'j+iλ0

= βiω = 0 on A. Thus this integral is not changed by the transformation. Taking
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into account all these changes we get

yeA'

• J dω \Λδ(Q\ω)Z'j-
 1 J dλ'δ(Q'jλ' - ω)

^s'A-^2Γί. (2.105)

Let us notice that J dω'l Λδ(Q'ίω
f)δ(Q'jλ' — ωr) = δ(Q'λ/), and we use this formula in

the last integral above. The integrals over ω's and λ's can be written as

(f dω^(β'1ωOe-i<*' ̂ Vβ'' ιrί*ΛIM>Γ1 , (2.106)

where the second equality was obtained by the translation λ'-^λ'+H'jω, and the
same translation in λ, and the operator Δ'j was defined by the second equality,

A'j = H?A2H'j. (2.107)

In momentum representation on the unit lattice the operator Δ'j is represented as
the multiplication operator by the function

". <?•"»>
From this we get an exponential decay of Δ'j(y — yr) and the bound

. (2.109)

For ω satisfying ζ^ω^O the quadratic form ||^0ω||2= \\ΔQω + aQ'fQ\ω\\2 is
bounded from below by yό2IMI2 because the operator ^0 + αβι*δi ^s bounded
from below by y'0 > 0 (in fact we may get yΌ = π2/L2). Hence

y0||ω||2^<ω,J»^y1||ω||2 for ω:β;ω-0, (2.110)

with positive constants y0, y^ dependent on d and L only. From the theorem on
unit lattice operators in [3] it follows that a co variance €γ of the last Gaussian
integrals in (2.106) is a bounded operator with an exponential decay independent
of j and A. Calculating these integrals we get

exp[ -<

= exp[- <4, dAH'jCy>H'j*d*jy +i<J, 8H/

jC^Hfd^J}~\ . (2.1 1 1)
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This implies further

ei<j,Gj> __ gK/.dHjauJHfd'j)^- ^z'r 1Z/

)\2' Π <Wΰ)

+ < A J - dAH'jCy>H'j*d*jy] . (2. 1 12)

In the last integral above we make the translation A->A + HjB. The operator Hj
may be different from the operator defined in Sect. D of [4], because there is the
exponential gauge fixing term instead of the ^-function, but we will prove later that
they are equal.

The translation gives the factor

exp[ -$(HjB9 (A - dPjd*)HjBy + <#,£, J - dAHpy>H'j*d*jy] (2. 1 1 3)

and separates the integral over A :

-...>]. (2.114)

Let us denote a co variance of this Gaussian integral by Gp then the integral is
equal to

Zjexpti(J-...,Gj(J-...)yi. (2.115)
Let us notice also that

(2.116)

and that in the last integral we may replace the exponential gauge fixing term by
the ^-function δR(Rd*A) using the Faddeev-Popov procedure. Then this integral
gives the factor

exp[-i||3^||2] (2.117)

by (1.47) and (1.64). Thus both factors are equal and in fact the quadratic forms are
equal to <£, AjB) given by (1.66) and satisfying (1.67):

These calculations give

yeΛ1

J(J-dΔHf

jCfHf?d*J}y'] , (2.119)

where i<(Γ<B» αβ^B) is equal to the quadratic form in B in (2.112). Now let us
consider the integral above. It is a Gaussian integral defined by the quadratic form
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(we take α=l)

||βUII2+^2ll(δ15)LΊI2 + <JB^J 5> (2.120)

on the configurations B satisfying

B(fe) = 0 for bcΓy>x, xeBGO, yeΛ'. (2.121)

The form is bounded from above, and bounded from below by \\B \Ac\\2. There is
also the bound (2.118), so let us consider the form

\\B\Λ42+L-2\\(Q,B}\Λ,\\2+yQ\\d,B\\2. (2.122)

We will prove that it is bounded from below by /o||#||2 on the configurations B
satisfying (2.121). Let us consider at first the bonds bcB(y), yeΛ'. For

, we have

the sum is over the plaquettes p(x') determined by the points x f e \ J ( y l 9

x29 ...,xd),x] and vectors el9 e29 so

If we take a bond b = <x, x + e3>, then in the above bound we will have to include
the points

also. For arbitrary j, 2^j^d, we have

the sum is over

x'eKyi,...,;^-!^, ...9xd),(yl,...9xj-ί,xj9 ...,xd)[u.

and the plaquettes p(x') are parallel to (βj-^e^ ...,(e1,ej). We sum the above
inequalities over x and j = 29...,d. The sum over j involves disjoint sets of
plaquettes on the right-hand side, so to get a constant in the inequality we have to
consider the sum over x. The worst situation is for j = d and it is easy to see that

hence

Next let us consider bonds b e B(c) = {b : fo_ 6 5(c_), b+ e B(c+)} for some c e /Lx.
Let c = <j;, y + Leμy and zΓ, J/x denote the intersection of the planes xμ = c+ 5 / ί— 1
= yμ + (L~ 1), xμ = c+ > μ = yμ + L with the blocks ΰ(c_), B(c+) correspondingly, as
indicated in the figure below.

Σ \B(b)\2^dLd Σ \(d,B)(p)\2. (2.123)
bCB(y)
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We identify B(b) = Bμ(x) for b = (x,x + eμy, and we have

Σ I
pCB(c)

^i Σ \(SBμ)(b)\2- Σ \B(b)\2- Σ \B(b)\2, (2.124)
bCA' bCA"

Σ L-\Xμ-yμ+\)Bμ(x)
xeB(y)\A'

= 3

+L-" Σ_

Σ L'dι

-I-d
(2.125)

From these two inequalities we obtain

L~d Σ
pCB(c)

i Σ
bCA' xeA'

Σ \B(b)\2-L-" Σ \B(b)\2.
bCB(c-) bCB(c + )

(2.126)

The terms in parentheses on the right-hand side can be written as L 2<£, (A^> 1 > J V

-h276d')^>5 where the operators are defined on a d— 1 -dimensional lattice. This
quadratic form is bounded from below by L~d~l Σ \Bμ(x)\2, hence

beΰ(c)

(2.127)

The inequalities (2.123) and (2.127) imply many other inequalities. One of them is
formulated in

Lemma 2.4. Let a set AcZd be a sum of blocks, A = B(A/). We denote by A also a set
of bonds b such that at least one of the end-points b_,b+ belongs to A. Let B be a
configuration defined on A and satisfying the condition (2.121): B(Γy x) = 0 for
x e B(y\ y e A. We put B = 0 outside A. Then the following inequality holds

ϋ~2 Σ I
ceA'

rL-^HBU 2 . (2.128)
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Another consequence is a bound from below for the form (2.120), or for the
form (2.122). These forms are bounded from below by /o||£||2 with a positive
constant yj dependent on d and L only. This implies that a covariance C(jp of the
Gaussian integral in (2.119) is bounded from above by a positive constant
dependent on d and L only, and it has an exponential decay with a decay rate
having the same property. We may calculate the integral in (2.119), and we get
finally the desired identity:

+ < J - dΔH'jCytHfd+J, (Gj + Hj&fHf) (J - dAH'jCy>H'j*d*J)y .
(2.129)

We have to investigate yet the operators G7, Hp and H'j. Doing similar calculations
as in Sect. E. (1.91)-(1.1Q3)9 in fact much simpler, we get the formula

Hj=GjQf(QjGjQJΓί (2-130)

Thus this operator coincides with the operator introduced in Sect. D. For Gj we get

G^Gj-GjQXQjGjQjΓ'QjGj. (2.131)

From these representations we obtain all the necessary properties of the operators
Hp Gj. They follow from the Proposition 1.2 and from the formulas and the
inequalities (1.99)-(L101) for QjGjQf. The operator Hj can be investigated using
the momentum representation obtained from (2.101)

This representation together with the analyticity method described in [3] imply
that derivatives of Hj up to third order, and their local Holder norms as in (2.67),
are uniformly bounded and have a uniform exponential decay with a decay rate
depending on d only.

All the above considerations imply the following

Proposition 2.5. The operator GD defined by (2.90) on the torus TΏ (or on the whole
lattice ξZd) has the representation (2.129) and satisfies all the inequalities (1.110)-
(1.114) of the Proposition 1.2 with a positive constant δ2 instead of <50. This constant
depends on d and L only.

Let us make a remark connected with Proposition 2.5. If the set Bj(Λ) equals
TD then the representation (2.129) relates the operator Gj+1 defined by averaging
operations of the order; +1, to operators defined by the operations of the order;,
and to unit lattice operators. Thus it is a recursive equation of the type studied in
[3], for example the equation (2.34) in [3]. There these equations provided a basic
method of proof of the regularity properties for the corresponding propagators.
Unfortunately Eq. (2.129) relates Gj+i to G, in a much more complicated way, the
operator G, is multiplied by the other operators. When we iterate the recursive
equations we get long products of these operators and it is very hard to estimate
such expressions. Of course this difficulty is connected with the fact that we have
different gauge conditions on different scales. We circumvented the problem by
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reduction to Sect. F of paper [4], which ultimately relies on much simpler
recursions.

Now let us come back to the equality (2.91). At first we will formulate the
relevant inequalities for GD rescaled back to ?/-scale. We have

|(GD J) (x)| , |(FGDJ) (x)\ £ 0(1) l(lίη)2, Iϊη
(2.133)

for x e A(y), supp JcA(y% y, / e 93nTD. Applying the inequalities (2.133), (2.88)
and the remarks after the inequality (2.68) we obtain

\(KΏ<D.GD.ha.J) (x)| ^ 0(M~ i)e-*w<™ >| j| (2-134)

for x e Δ(y\ suppJcΛ(/)> and this together with (2.91) implies

\(RJ)(x)\^0(M-l)e-^δ2d(y^\J\9 xeΔ(y), suppJcΛ(/). (2.135)

Reasoning in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 we obtain

Proposition 2.6. There exists α positive constant δ3 depending on d and L only, such
that

|(GJ)(x)|, |(FGJ)(x)|, |(GF*7)(x)|,

\(AGJ) (x)\ ^ 0(1) [(L4/)2, lίη, lίη, 1] e~δ^^\J\ (2.136)

for x e Δ(y\ y e ΛJ9 supp Jc A(y*), with the constant 0(1) depending on d and L only;

l , ξ = L~J (2.137)

for 0 ̂  α < 1, ζ e C^(J(j;)) f ί/ie cwfee J(y) /or y e Λj is a sum of 2d unit cubes on the
Upscale, having y as a corner), supp JcA(y'), with the constant 0(1) depending on
d, L and α (Ό(l)-κx) if α->i;;

|(FGΓ*J) (x)| ̂  0(l)e-δ3d(y'y\\\J\\i' + 1 J|) (2. 138)

/or 0<ε<l, xeA(y), suppJC^(yO? y'εΛy, ξ' = L~j>, with the constant 0(1)
depending on d, L, and ε (Ό(l)-κx) if ε->0)

«^ (2.139)

/or 0^α<l, ε>0, α + ε<l, C e Q?(J(j;)), suppJcJ(j;0? wiίft ίfce constant 0(1)
depending on d, L, α, αwd ε (Ό(l)-κx) ι/ α-»l or ε->0);

*J|| , ||CFGP*J|| , | |CFFGJ|| ,

^)2,̂ , L^, 1, 1, 1] |C|β-^'^||J|| (2.140)

ι/ suppζC^OO, y e Λ,-, supp JcA(y*), with the constant 0(1) depending on d and L.
The operator G can be represented as

oo

G = G0(I-RΓ1= ΣG0R"= Σ h0oGΏΰhΏΰ
n = 0 ω = (Do,...,Π2n)

• KDltθ2GDlhΏl ... KΠ2n_ltθ2nGΏ2ha2n, (2.141)

and the series above is convergent in the norms appearing in the inequalities (2.136)-
(2.140).
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Let us remark that the symbol || ||| indicates the scale ξ for which the Holder
norm is taken.

Let us also repeat once more that this theorem holds for the operators G(Ω)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions on Ωc, ί2DΩ1.

Finally let us consider the operator βGβ* and its inverse. We consider these
operators on the L2-space defined by (2.69) with sites replaced by bonds. The
operator βGβ* is positive, hence the inverse is well defined and positive also. We
want to prove similar bounds as for the operator Q'G'2Q'* and we will follow
rather closely the arguments given for it. From (2.136) we have

b'eΛr. (2.142)

Keeping the same notations as before we consider the operators

hΏCπhπ. (2.143)
e

At first let us investigate bounds on Cα. We assume that we have the same
geometric situation as previously, so

, (βGDβ*) \πBy = (

\Q"*B, QjGξ

ΏQfQ"*By , (2.144)

where Q" is defined, as in (2.119), by the quadratic form in B in the expression
(2.112), and the last scalar product above is on the unit scale. We put B equal to 0
outside D, and we omit the superscripts ξ and D in the sequel. The expression on
the right-hand side in (2.144) is equal to <β*J5, Gβ*£> and is defined by the
integral in (2.95) with <4, J> replaced by <4, β*B> = <β4, B>. This expression is
gauge-invariant with respect to gauge transformations given by λ satisfying
(7/1 = 0. In the calculations between (2.95) and (2.129) we made such trans-
formations only, and we may drop terms which appeared because of the non-
invariance of <^4, J>. We obtain

, βGβ*β> = <B, βG,.

= <Q"*B, QjGjQfQ"*By + <β"*β, QjHjCyHJQJQ"*By . (2.145)

The first term on the right-hand side of the last equality is equal to 0 by the
definition of G7 . From the definition of Hj we have QjHj = I, hence

<B, QGQ*By = <β^*B, C$Q"*By = <Bl9 CtfB^ , (2.146)

where B1 is equal to Q"*B everywhere except the bonds of (J Ax(y) at which it is
~ y^Λ '

equal to 0. The operator Cty is an inverse to the operator of the quadratic form
(2.120), hence it is bounded from below by an inverse of an upper bound of this
form. Taking into account that || B^ \\ 2 is bounded from below by const ||B || 2, we get

(B,(QGΏQ*)\ΏB}>y0\\B\\2 (2.147)

with a positive constant y0 depending on d and L only. Of course we have also a
similar bound from above and an exponential decay of a kernel of the operator in
(2.147). This implies the same properties for Cξ

π with the corresponding bounds
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and a decay rate δ4. For the operator Cπ we get

\Cπ(b,b^O(l)(BηΓd~2e~δ4(LJηr'lb--b'-^ 6,6'eSnD. (2.148)

We form the equality for QGQ*C in exactly the same way as in (2.82) replacing only
in the definition of Kα D, the operators g', G'(D)2, G/2 by β, GD, G. We have the
same estimates now as before, but with powers of scaling factors changed properly
(we replace +4 and -4 in (2.83) by +2 and -2), thus we have (2.85) and this
implies

Proposition 2.7. The operator (βGβ*)"1 is given by the convergent expansions of
the form (2.86), and it satisfies the bound

-w< b ftf>, beΛj9 b'εΛr.
(2.149)

We will apply the results obtained until now to many different problems. At
first let us consider the operator H . We have

Corollary 2.8. A kernel of the operator H,

(HB)(b) = Σ (E(c}n)dH(b,c)B(c), (2.150)
cε»

satisfies the inequality

\\(ζrH)(.9c)\\Λ

(1-151)

beΔ(y) or suppCcΛ(y), yeΛj9 c_ εΛf.

This Corollary and Proposition 2.6 are our main technical results. They will be
used systematically in subsequent papers.

Next let us consider the inequality (2.128) in Lemma 2.4 again. We will apply it
in the following situation. Doing a k + 1 renormalization transformation we have
to calculate an integral of the form

const J dBδ(QB)δAx(B) e'^ A*»>F(B) (1 . 1 52)

on the whole lattice T(k\ or on a subset ΛcT(k). Using (2.118) and (2.128) we get

(B,ΔkB^L-d-ι\\B\\\ or Ak^-L~d^ (2.153)

on the subspace of B satisfying: QB = 0, B(Γy >x) = 0 for x e B(y). Let us denote the
co variance of the Gaussian integration in (2.152) by C(k\ or by C%\ hence

JdB ̂ 65)̂ (5)*'̂ *^ (2-154)

An easy way to get a useful representation for C^ is to get rid of the unnecessary
variables in the integral above. We remove the variables Bb for bcΓytX using the
δ-functions δAx(B). Next we remove the variables Bbo, where b0 is a bond belonging
to B(c) for some c G A, and contained in c, using the δ-functions δ((QE) (c)). If we
denote the remaining variables by £', then we can write B = CB\ where C is a linear
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operator, and we have

(the left-hand side of (2.154))

c*J'(C*zikC)~lc*J> (2 155)

hence

*. (2.156)

By the definition of C we have of course that CB' = Q outside Λ, QCB' = Q,
(CB') (ΓytX) = Q, x e B(y), y e A\ for arbitrary B'. The inequality (2.153) implies

^yf,\\Bf\\\ (2.157)

where y'0= °7 L d 1. C is a short-ranged operator, so C*AkC has the same
12α

exponential decay as Ak. Now we may apply the theory developed in Sect. 5 of [3]
on unit lattice operators. It gives us an exponential decay, and all the other
properties, for the operator (C*ΔkC)~l, hence for C^} also.

Such a scheme will be applied in the future to investigate all unit lattice
propagators defined by generalizations of the integrals (2.152), (2.154).
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